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Abstract— Decentralized node admission is an essential and fundamental security service in mobile
ad hoc networks (MANETs). It is needed to securely
cope with dynamic membership and topology as well
as to bootstrap other important security primitives
(such as key management) and services (such as
secure routing) without the assistance of any centralized trusted authority. An ideal admission technique
must involve minimal interaction among MANET
nodes, since connectivity can be unstable. Also, since
MANETs are often composed of weak or resourcelimited devices, admission must be efficient in terms
of computation and communication.
Most previously proposed admission protocols are
prohibitively expensive and require heavy interaction
among MANET nodes. In this paper we focus on
a common type of MANET that is formed on a
temporary basis, and present a secure, efficient and a
fully non-interactive admission technique geared for
this type of a network. Our admission protocol is
based on secret sharing techniques using bi-variate
polynomials. We also present a new scheme that allows any pair of MANET nodes to efficiently establish
an on-the-fly secure communication channel.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

M

OBILE ad hoc networks (MANETs) have
many well-known applications in military, law
enforcement, emergency rescue and humanitarian aid
environments. However, lack of stable infrastructure
and absence of centralized control exacerbate security
problems in MANETs thus requiring very specialized security services. Admission Control (or secure
node admission) is a fundamental security service
in MANETs. It is needed to ascertain membership
eligibility and to bootstrap other important security
services, such as secure routing [27], [26] and secure
group communication [51], [50].
Secure node admission in MANETs cannot be
performed centrally. This is because a centralized
entity is a single point of failure which also represents
an attractive and high-payoff attack target. Moreover,
topology changes due to mobility and node outages
may cause the central entity to be unreachable and
thus unable to perform admission control for the
entire network. This motivates us to investigate admission techniques that function in a distributed or
decentralized manner. Since our emphasis is on security, the natural technology to consider is threshold
cryptography.
The notion of threshold cryptography involves distributing cryptographic primitives (such as decryption
or digital signatures) in order to secure them against
corruption of a certain number of parties, called a
threshold. For example, a (t; n) threshold signature
scheme [14] allows a group of n parties to distribute
the ability to digitally sign messages, such that any
t parties can do so jointly, whereas, no coalition
of less than t parties can sign. Such a threshold
signature scheme is resilient against the so-called
static adversary who corrupts at most (t 1) parties
in the entire lifetime of the system.
Two features of MANETs make decentralized node

admission a very challenging problem. First, MANET
devices are often limited in terms of computational
and battery power. Second, MANET nodes usually
function in an asynchronous (on/off) manner, often
becoming temporarily unavailable. Therefore, an ideal
admission protocol must be efficient in terms of both
computation and communication1 . It must also involve minimal (ideally, none at all) interaction among
nodes.
A number of admission techniques, which we discuss in the following section, have been proposed in
recent years [30], [29], [33], [32], [36], [44], [45].
Most are based on (t; n) threshold cryptography and
allow any set of t-out-of-n nodes (called sponsors) to
admit a new node by giving it:

setting up on-the-fly secure communication channels
among MANET nodes. In particular, we show how
to perform public key operations without any node
certificates. This is achieved by using verifiable polynomial secret sharing as a key distribution scheme and
treating secret shares as private keys. We thoroughly
evaluate our proposal via real experiments and show
that it compares very favorably to previous work.
Organization: The rest of the paper is organized as
follows: we first review prior work in Section II.
Section III describes some preliminaries. The generic
admission protocol is presented in Section IV, followed by the (inefficient) approach based on univariate polynomial secret sharing (UniAC) in Section
V. We then describe, in Section VI, the admission
protocol based on bi-variate polynomial secret sharing
(BiAC) and accompanying techniques for establishing
pairwise secure communication channels. Security
arguments are presented in Section VII. Then, Section
VIII, describes another realization of our proposal
that uses identity-based cryptography. Finally, performance results are presented in Section IX.

(1) a share of a group secret (to be used in future
admissions), and
(2) a membership certificate (to be used for secure
communication)
Unfortunately, all previous schemes are far from
ideal. They all involve heavy sponsor interaction, in
the process of either (1) or (2). Furthermore, they all
are computationally expensive in performing (2). This
severely limits their practicality.
Another common feature of prior techniques is the
requirement that each new node be issued a certificate
and a secret share, in a distributed manner. However,
unlike wired networks, many MANETs are formed
on a temporary basis. Examples include: a MANET
formed for the duration of a conference program
committee meeting (typically, one day), or a MANET
formed by a group of rescuers in a disaster relief
effort, as they remain in close proximity. We claim
that such MANETs can benefit from much more
efficient admission techniques, without sacrificing security. In particular, we observe that, in temporary
MANETs, node admission can be realized by only
issuing a node-specific secret share – (1) above –
and thus obviating the need for expensive membership
certificate issuance. This point is discussed in more
detail in Section V.
Contributions: The contribution of this work is
two-fold: First, we present a secure, efficient and
fully non-interactive admission protocol for temporary MANETs. It is constructed using secret sharing
techniques based on bi-variate polynomials. In contrast with prior work, our protocol eschews interaction
and avoids any costly reliable broadcasts among admission sponsors. Second, we present a technique for

II. R ELATED W ORK
We now overview relevant prior work in MANET
security. Zhou and Haas [55] first suggested the use
of threshold cryptography for MANET security. The
idea was to distribute trust among MANET nodes
such that no less than a certain threshold is trusted.
The key element of [55] is a distributed Certification
Authority (CA) which issues certificates (using a
threshold signature [14] protocol) to nodes joining the
network. Although attractive, this idea is not directly
applicable for MANET node admission. The approach
is hierarchical in the sense that only select nodes can
serve as components of the CA, i.e., take part in
admission decisions. Moreover, contacting distributed
CA nodes in a multi-hop and ever-changing MANET
is not always possible.
Kong, et al. considered the same problem in series of papers [30], [29], [33], [32] and proposed a
set ubiquitous and robust admission protocols. The
security of these admission mechanism relies upon a
special variant of the proactive threshold RSA signature scheme. Unfortunately, this scheme is neither
robust [36] (i.e., it can not tolerate malicious nodes)
nor secure [28]. We note that, thus far, all attempts to
construct secure MANET admission protocols from
secure threshold/proactive RSA signature schemes
have failed [47].
Recently, Narasimha, et al. [36] and Saxena, et al.
[45] proposed similar admission protocols based on

1 Communication is directly related to the consumption of
battery power in MANET devices [1].
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two flavors of discrete-logarithm based threshold signatures: threshold DSA [18] and threshold BLS [8],
respectively. While provably secure, both solutions
are inefficient. Of all known discrete-logarithm based
threshold signature schemes, i.e., threshold-DSA [18],
threshold-Schnorr [52], and threshold-BLS [8], only
the last is non-interactive. However, the admission
protocol in [45] that uses threshold BLS still requires
some interaction.
To summarize, both heavy interaction and costly
cryptographic computation make prior techniques
overly expensive for many MANET applications.
In contrast, the admission technique developed in
this paper is designed for short-lived MANETs and
is completely non-interactive. It uses secret sharing
based on so-called bi-variate polynomials which have
been employed for related purposes in the literature
[6], [35], [7]. In particular, [31] presents a key predistribution scheme for sensor networks using bivariate polynomials [7] in the presence of a centralized authority. The protocol we propose is fully
distributed and allows MANET nodes to readily and
efficiently share pairwise secret keys without any
centralized support.

We consider the presence of the so-called “static”
adversary, who at the beginning of system life-time
(i.e., statically) schedules up to t < n=2 arbitrarily
malicious faults among n MANET nodes. Such an
adversary is said to “break” our scheme if it breaks the
underlying node admission, key establishment, signature, or encryption schemes with respect to standard
notions of security.
B. Discrete Logarithm Setting and Underlying Assumptions
In this paper, we work in the standard discrete
logarithm setting: p; q are large primes s.t. q divides
p 1 and g denotes a generator of subgroup Gq of
order q in Zp. The primary cryptographic assumptions
our protocols are based upon are as follows.
Assumption 1 (DL: Discrete Logarithm): Informally, DL assumptions means that it is infeasible to
compute x 2 Zq , given (p; q; g; g x ).
Assumption 2 (CDH: Computational DiffieHellman): Informally, CDH assumption means that
it is infeasible to compute g xy , for x; y 2 Zq , given
(p; q; g; g x ; g y ).
C. Random Oracle Model

III. P RELIMINARIES

Some of our proofs of security are in the standard, so-called Random Oracle Model (ROM) [3].
Informally, this means that the hash functions that
we use are treated as ideal random functions. Doing
security analysis in the ROM model effectively means
that our proofs will consider only such attacks on
the cryptographic schemes we propose whose success
does not change if the fixed hash function like MD5 or
SHA in these schemes are replaced with truly random
functions.

A. Computation, Communication and Adversary
Model
We operate in the standard model of threshold cryptography and distributed algorithms known as synchronous, reliable broadcast coupled with the static
adversary [19]. This model involves nodes equipped
with synchronized clocks2 . We assume the existence
of a naming system that pre-assigns each node with
a unique identifier. We also assume that it is computationally hard for an adversary to forge identities.
We assume the existence of an on-line trusted
public repository where the MANET-wide public key
is stored. The nodes (both inside and outside the
MANET) are connected by weakly synchronous communication network offering point-to-point channels
and reliable broadcast3 . To interact with a node in
the network, an outsider must first retrieve the group
public key from the repository.

D. Verifiable Secret Sharing
We use Shamir’s secret sharing scheme [49] which
is based on polynomial interpolation. To distribute
shares among n nodes, a trusted dealer chooses a
large prime q , and selects a polynomial f (z ) over
Zq of degree t 1 such that f (0) = x. The dealer
computes each node’s share xi such that xi = f (idi )
mod q , and securely transfers xi to node Pi . Then,
any group of t nodes who have their shares can
recover the secret using
P the Lagrange interpolation
formula: x = f (0) = ti=1 xi i (0) (mod q ) where
Q
i (z ) = tj =1;j 6=i idzi ididjj (mod q ).
Intuitively, the secret sharing idea comes from
the fact that to recover a t 1 degree polynomial,

2 Clock synchronization is needed for system initialization
with the distributed key generation protocol, such as [19]. The
node admission protocol that we propose in this paper, on the
other hand, does not require any synchrony
3 The reliable broadcast channel is needed to ascertain the
verifiability of shares distributed during the distributed key
generation protocol, such as [19].
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TABLE I
N OTATION USED IN THE REST OF THIS PAPER .

one needs to know t points on the polynomial. The
knowledge of less than t points can not be used to
learn the polynomial.
The idea of Verifiable Secret Sharing (VSS) [16]
allows nodes to validate the correctness of the received shares. VSS setup involves two large primes
p and q , and an element g 2 Zp chosen in a way that
q divides p 1 and g is an element of Zp which
has order q . The dealer computes commitment to
the coefficients ai (i = 0;    ; t 1) of the secret
sharing polynomial in the form of witnesses Wi
(i = 0;    ; t 1), such that Wi = g ai (mod p), and
publishes these Wi -s in some public domain (e.g., a
directory server). The secret share xi can be validated
Q
j
by checking that g xi = tj =01 (Wj )idi (mod p).

Pi
idi
t
n
G
g
H
xi
x(ij)
SL
i
PKi
Si (m)
Kij
EKij

i

network node
identity for i
admission threshold
total number of network nodes
cyclic group in finite fields
generator of group G
hash function such as SHA-1 or MD5
secret share of i
partial share for i by j
list of sponsors for i
temporary public key of i
i ’s signature on message
pairwise key between i and j
encryption with ij

P

P
P

P

K

P

P
P
m
P
P

Definition 1 (Node Admission Protocol): Let
be the set of current nodes fP1 ;    ; Pn g, where each
Pi has xi , as above. Let  be any subset of t
nodes and Pn+1 is a new node. The process by which
Pn+1 acquires its secret share xn+1 from is called
a (distributed) node admission protocol. This protocol
needs to have three properties:
1) Correctness: if all nodes follow the protocol correctly, Pn+1 successfully acquires
xn+1 , and the new set of secret shares
x1 ; x2 ;    ; xn ; xn+1 satisfies the same requirement: any subset of t 1 secret shares does not
yield any information about x, while any subset
of t secret shares yields x.
2) Security: the protocol does not leak any information about neither the secret share of any
existing node (that takes part in the admission
protocol) nor the secret x, even to an adversary
who has corrupted at most t 1 existing nodes.
3) Robustness: if any malicious nodes that participate in the protocol try to disrupt the protocol
by providing incorrect values, the new node can
detect them.

E. Schnorr Signature Scheme

The private key is x, chosen at random in Zq. The
public key is y = g x (mod p). A Schnorr’s signature
[48] on message m is computed as follows. The signer
picks a one-time secret k at random in Zq, and then
computes s = k + x (mod q ), = H (m; r) and r =
g k (mod p). Signature ( ; s) can be publicly verified
by computing r = g s y
(mod p) and then checking
if = H (m; r).
F. ElGamal Encryption Scheme
We use a variant of ElGamal Encryption [15],
called Hashed ElGamal [5]. For a private and public
key pair (x; y ), the encrypter chooses a random r 2
Zq and computes the ciphertext ( 1 ; 2 ) where 1 =
g r (mod p) and 2 = m  H (yi r ) ( denotes the bitwise XOR operator). The plaintext can be obtained by
computing 2  H ( x1 i ) from the ciphertext ( 1 ; 2 ).
IV. G ENERIC A DMISSION P ROTOCOL
Notation used in the rest of paper is summarized
in Table I.
Distributed node admission can be generally described as follows. At some point in time, all current
MANET nodes: P1 ;    ; Pn share a secret x in a
distributed manner – each Pi has its own secret share
xi . The requirement is that any t 1 (where t is
a security parameter) secret shares do not yield any
information about the secret x, whereas, any t secret
shares completely define x. Now, a new node Pn+1
needs to be admitted to the group and existing nodes
need to supply Pn+1 with its secret share xn+1 such
that the new set: x1 ; x2 ;    ; xn ; xn+1 satisfies the
same requirement.

The basic operations of a generic admission protocol are composed of the following steps:
1) Bootstrapping: The group is initialized by either
a trusted dealer or a set of founding nodes. The dealer
or a set of founding nodes chooses the group secret
key, then computes and publishes the corresponding
public parameters. The group secret is shared among
the initial member nodes using either Shamir’s secret
sharing [49] or Joint Secret Sharing (JSS) [19] techniques. The share of the group secret held by each
node is called its secret share.
2) Node Admission: A prospective new node Pn+1
must be issued its secret share by current nodes. Fig4

M

P

P

quorum of
t nodes

.. .

P

JOIN_REQ

Pn+1

is invalid.
Once admitted, Pn+1 becomes a genuine MANET
node (group member). Thereafter, the following operations are needed to enable secure communication
among nodes.
3) Pairwise Key Establishment: This is needed to
secure communication between any pair of nodes,
e.g., as required by secure routing protocols, such as
Ariadne [27].
4) Signing: This is required in cases when nonrepudiation is needed, e.g., as in ARAN secure routing protocol [13], and in general, when a single
message needs to be multicasted or broadcasted in
an authenticated manner.
5) Encryption: This is needed to allow outside
entities to communicate securely with MANET nodes.
For example, in a MANET where nodes function as
mobile sensors, a base station might want to issue a
confidential query a particular node (or a set thereof)
to obtain measurements.

P

JOIN_RLY

P

P

M

P

P

M

Fig. 1. Overview of Node Admission Protocol.
and
indicates (honest) network node and malicious node, respectively.

ure 1 gives a high-level view of admission protocol.
Note that, depending on the underlying cryptographic
technique, this step may involve multiple rounds
and/or co-ordination among nodes who commit to
Pn+1 .
 Pn+1 initiates the admission protocol by sending
a JOIN REQ message to the group.
 A node that receives JOIN REQ message and
approves the admission of Pn+1 replies, over a
secure channel,4 with a partial secret share for
Pn+1 derived from its own secret share.
 Once Pn+1 receives partial shares from at least
t different sponsors, it pools them together to
compute its new secret share.
 Finally, to achieve robustness, Pn+1 verifies its
new secret share. (This is needed since a malicious sponsor can sabotage admission of Pn+1
by providing incorrect partial secret shares, leading to a denial-of-service (DoS) attack.) This feature is called verifiability. Also, if Pn+1 detects
that its new secret share is invalid, it must be able
to trace the bogus share(s) and the corresponding malicious sponsor(s). This functionality is
provided by the so-called traceability feature.
We note that verifiability is always required,
whereas, traceability is only necessary if a new
node detects that its freshly reconstructed secret

V. U NI AC: P REVIOUS M ETHODS
As mentioned earlier, unlike wired networks, many
MANETs involve temporary operation and can benefit
from more efficient admission techniques, without
sacrificing security. In such settings, we can consider
only a static adversary and, therefore, secret shares
need not to be periodically updated (as in so-called
proactive update protocols, e.g., [24]). Therefore, the
secret sharing polynomial remains constant throughout the lifetime of the MANET and the commitment
to this polynomial can act as the group public key. The
commitment to each node’s secret share is derivable
from (and thus automatically bound to) the group
public key. Therefore, node-specific membership certificates are not needed. Nodes can use their secret
shares (and/or the group public key) to secure communication among themselves.
Previous MANET admission techniques [30], [29],
[33], [36], [44], [45] constructed using the mobile
adversary model can be adapted for our purposes by
removing the un-needed certificate issuance procedure. In this section, we briefly describe how to adapt
these protocols. Since these protocols are all based
on uni-variate polynomial secret sharing, we refer to
them collectively as: UniVariate Admission Control
or UniAC.

4 One way to set up a secure (secret and authenticated) channel between n+1 and each sponsor is with device pairing techniques based on out-of-band (OOB)channels [34], [23], [43],
[53]. Alternatively, if n+1 and each sponsor have a common
trusted CA, a secure channel can be trivially established using
any secure authenticated key agreement protocol, e.g., [54]. Our
admission protocol allows n+1 to establish secure channels
with any node, once it establishes secure channels with any a
subset of nodes. Since all communication between n+1 and
sponsors in the admission protocol flows over secure channels,
“man-in-the-middle” attacks are prevented.

P

P

P

t

A. Bootstrapping

P

The system can be initialized by a trusted dealer
TD or a set of founding nodes. As in Shamir’s secret
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values, and exponentiates the result with its share xi
to obtain key kij = yj xi = (g xj )xi (mod p). Simik
Q 1
larly, Pj computes yi = tk=0
(Wk )idi (mod p) and
exponentiates it with xj to obtain kji . Since kij =
kji , Pi and Pj can use Kij = H (kij ) = H (kji ), as a
session key for secure communication.
This key establishment procedure is secure under
the CDH assumption. In other words, an adversary
who corrupts at most (t 1) nodes can not compute
a shared key between any pair of honest nodes (as
long as the CDH assumption holds). A more detailed
security argument can be found in [42].

sharing [49] based on a uni-variate polynomials, the
TD (or founding nodes) choose(s) a large prime q , and
Pt 1 i
select(s) a polynomial f (z ) =
i=0 ai z (mod q )
such that f (0) = x, where ai -s are the coefficients of
the polynomial, q is a large prime, and x is the group
secret. The TD computes each node’s secret share xi
such that xi = f (idi ) (mod q ), and securely transfers
xi to node Pi . TD also publishes a commitment to the
polynomial as in VSS.
B. Node Admission
During the admission protocol (see Figure 2), Pn+1
(j )
is given the shuffled partial secret share as x~n+1 =
xj j (idn+1 ) + Rj j (0) by a sponsoring node Pj .
Upon receiving partial share values from t admitting
nodes, Pn+1 obtains its secret share xn+1 by simply
summing up the partial shares, performing VSS and,
if needed, the traceability procedure. (See [11] for
details regarding the actual computation involved in
these procedures.)

Pn+1 ! Pi : idn+1 ; P Kn+1 ; Sn+1 (idn+1 ; P Kn+1 )
Pn+1 Pi :
idi ; P Ki ; Si (idi ; P Ki )
Pn+1 ! Pj :
SLn+1 ; Sn+1 (SLn+1 )
Pi ! Pj :
Random Shuffling
)
Pn+1 Pj :
EP Kn+1 fx~(nj+1
g

D. Signing
To sign a message m, Pi (who has a secret share xi )
picks a random secret k 2 Zq and computes r = g k
(mod p). It then outputs the signature as a pair ( ; s),
where = H (m; r) and s = k + xi (mod q ). In
order to verify the above signature ( ; s), a recipient
l
Q
first computes Pi ’s public key yi = tl=01 (Wl )idi
(mod p), and verifies whether = H (m; r), where
r = g s yi (mod p). The security of this scheme is
discussed in [42].

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

E. Encryption

Fig. 2. UniAC Admission Protocol. To secure the protocol
against replay attacks, appropriate nonces or timestamps and
protocol message identifiers need to be included in each step.
However, we omit these values to keep our description simple.

To encrypt a message m for Pi , the encrypter coml
Q
putes Pi ’s public key yi = tj =01 (Wl )idi (mod p),
chooses a random r 2 Zq and then sends a pair
( 1 ; 2 ) to Pi , where 1 = g r (mod p), 2 = m 
H (yi r ) and  denotes the bit-wise XOR operation.
Pi decrypts by computing 2  H ( x1 i ) from ciphertext
( 1 ; 2 ). Once again, the security of this scheme is
analyzed in [42].

Note that, in order to compute Lagrange coefficients j (idn+1 ) in Step (5), t sponsors need to be
aware of each other’s id-s. Also, since j (idn+1 )-s
(j )
are publicly known, Pn+1 can derive xj from xn+1 .
This is prevented by using the Joint Zero Secret
Sharing technique [47] which entails adding an extra
random value Rj to each share. Rj -s are securely
shared between sponsors Pi and Pj and sum up to
zero, by construction. This process – called Random
Shuffling – is illustrated in Figure 3(a).
Note that, due to j (idn+1 ) computation and Random Shuffling, the admission protocol involved heavy
interaction among t sponsors: O(t2 ) point-to-point
and O(t) reliable broadcast messages [10]. This overhead is impractical for most MANETs.

VI. B I AC: N ON -I NTERACTIVE N ODE A DMISSION
We now propose a new non-interactive admission
protocol based on secret sharing with bi-variate polynomials. We call it BiVariate Admission Control or
BiAC for short.
A. Overview
As shown in Figure 3(b), we avoid interaction
among sponsors by using a bi-variate polynomial
f (z; y ).
To distribute shares among n nodes, a trusted
dealer TD chooses a large prime q and selects a
random symmetric bi-variate polynomial f (z; y ) =
P
t 1 Pt 1 f z y (mod q ) such that f (0; 0) =
=0
=0
x, where the constants f -s are the coefficients of
the polynomial and x is the group secret. Since the

C. Pairwise Key Establishment
Any pair of genuine nodes Pi ; Pj can establish a
shared secret key using their respective secret shares
xi ; xj and public VSS information. Pi computes the
public key yj of Pj (only knowing its identifier idj )
l
Q
as yj = tl=01 (Wl )idj (mod p) from public witness
6
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P1

1.
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P3
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P4

P5
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(a) UniAC

(b) BiAC

Fig. 3. Comparison of UniAC and BiAC. In UniAC, due to Lagrange interpolation,
-s and random shuffling is required. In contrast, BiAC requires neither.

id

polynomial is symmetric, f
= f for each ;
and f (z; y ) = f (y; z ). For each node Pi , TD computes
a uni-variate polynomial, called a share polynomial,
xi (z ) of degree (t 1) such that xi (z ) = f (z; idi )
(mod q ), and securely transfers xi (z ) to each node
Pi . Note that, after initializing at least t nodes, the
dealer is no longer needed.
In order to admit Pn+1 , each sponsor must issue
to it a share-polynomial xn+1 (z ) in a distributed
manner. This is achievable if at least t sponsors
supply Pn+1 with partial shares xj (idn+1 ) such that
xj (idn+1 ) = f (idn+1 ; idj ) for j 2 [1; n℄. Pn+1
can then compute f (idn+1 ; z ) (which is identical
to f (z; idn+1 ) since f (z; y ) is symmetric) and thus
obtain its share-polynomial xn+1 (z ) = f (z; idn+1 )
from t partial shares xj (idn+1 ).
Unlike UniAC, this scheme does not require any
interaction among sponsors.

t sponsors need to be aware of each other’s

and places W -s into a public repository. Once
TD computes the witness matrix, it sends each Pi
(i 2 [1; n℄) a distinct share-polynomial: xi (z ) =
f (z; idi ). TD’s presence is no longer needed after this
initialization phase.
2)Decentralized Initialization. Assuming a set of t
or more founding nodes. These t nodes agree on a
random bi-variate polynomial f (z; y ) using the JSS
protocol.
C. Node Admission
To join the group, Pn+1 must collect at least t
partial shares of the polynomial. Figure 4 shows the
protocol messages.

Pn+1 ! Pi : idn+1 ; P Kn+1 ; Sn+1 (idn+1 ; P Kn+1 )
Pn+1 Pi : idi ; P Ki ; EPKn+1 fxi (idn+1 )g,
Si (idi ; P Ki ; EPKn+1 fxi (idn+1 )g)

(1)
(2)

Pi -s

B. Bootstrapping

Fig. 4. BiAC Admission Protocol (No interaction among
is required).

The group is initialized by either a single node
(centralized initialization) or a set of nodes (decentralized initialization).
1) Centralized Initialization. TD computes a twodimensional sharing of the secret by choosing a
random bi-variate polynomial:

1) Same as the step (1) in Section V.
2) After verifying the signature of the JOIN REQ
message, each prospective sponsor Pi who wants to
admit Pn+1 computes a partial share xi (idn+1 ) using
its own share-polynomial, such that: xi (idn+1 ) =

f (z; y ) =

tX1 tX1
=0

such that
computes

f z y

(mod q )

f (idn+1 ; idi ):
Pi then replies to Pn+1 with a JOIN RLY message.

(1)

Each JOIN RLY is signed by the sender and contains
encrypted xi (idn+1 ) along with: idi and P Ki .
To compute their partial shares, sponsors do not
need to be aware of each other which avoids interaction. This is unlike UniAC, where each sponsor needs

=0

f (0; 0) = x, for the group secret x. TD
W ( ; 2 [0; t 1℄), called witnesses:
W

= gf

(mod p)

(2)
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Q

1
Note that t =0
(W )(idn+1 ) in the this equation
can be pre-computed since W -s and idn+1 are
known to Pn+1 in advance.

know about all other sponsors in order to compute the
Lagrange coefficient in partial share issuance.
3) Upon receiving t0 ( t) JOIN RLY messages,
Pn+1 selects any t of them and computes its own
share-polynomial xn+1 (z ) using standard Gaussian
elimination [41]. We denote the share-polynomial
P 1
xn+1 (z ) reconstructed by Pn+1 as t =0
A z .
Since xi (idn+1 ) = xn+1 (idi ), due to the symmetry, the selected t partial shares fxn+1 (id1 );    ;
xn+1 (idt )g can be represented as
A0 + A1 id1 + A2 id1 2 +    + At 1 id1 t 1 = xn+1 (id1 )
A0 + A1 id2 + A2 id2 2 +    + At 1 id2 t 1 = xn+1 (id2 )

A0 + A1 idt + A2 idt 2 +    + At 1 idt t

D. Pairwise Key Establishment
Once every node has its share-polynomial, pairwise
key establishment is the same as in [7] and [31].
Any pair of nodes Pi and Pj establish a shared
key as follows: Pi uses its share-polynomial f (z; idi )
to compute Kij = f (idj ; idi ): Similarly, Pj uses
its f (z; idj ) to compute Kji = f (idi ; idj ): Since
f (z; y ) is symmetric, Kij = Kji . Thus, Pi and
Pj share a secret key usable for subsequent secure
communication.

.
.
.
1

=

xn+1 (idt )

Thus, the problem of interpolating xn+1 (z ) using t
xi (idn+1 )-s is equivalent to the problem of computing
a matrix A, such that XA = B :
2(id )0    (id )t 1 3 2 3 2xn+1 (id1 )3
A0
1
1
66(id2 )0    (id2 )t 1 77 6 A1 7 66xn+1.(id2 )77
.
5 4 ... 5 = 64 .. 75
4 ...
.

.
x (id )

idt )0

(



(

idt )t

1

At

n+1

1

E. Signing
In the context of BiAC, signing is very similar
to that in UniAC. The only difference is that, when
generating a signature, the secret key of Pi is xi =
xi (0) = f (0; idi ). Pi ’s public key yi = g xi (mod p)
is computed using VSS witnesses and node identifier
Q
idi as yi = t =01 (W0 )idi (mod p). The actual
signing is done using Schnorr’s signature scheme; it
is denoted as BiAC-Sig.
1) Signing.: To sign a message m , Pi (having
a private key xi ), picks a random secret k 2 Zq
and computes r = g k (mod p). It then outputs the
signature as a pair: ( ; s), where = H (m; r) and
s = k + xi (mod q ).
2) Verification.: To verify a signature ( ; s), a
recipient first computes the public key yi of the signer
Q
Pi as yi = t =01 (W0 )idi (mod p), and verifies
(mod p).
whether = H (m; r), where r = g s yi
Security of this scheme is discussed in Section VII
below.

t

The above system of linear equations yields a
unique solution since idi values are distinct and
matrix X = [xij ℄, where xij = (idi )j 1 for all
i; j 2 [0; t℄, is invertible.
In order to validate the acquired share-polynomial
xn+1 (z ), Pn+1 must perform the following verifiability procedure:

A =

tX1

f (idn+1 )

(3)

=0

for

W

2 [0; t 1℄. Using the public witness values
= g f (mod p), the polynomial can be veri-

fied:

gA =

tY1

(W )(idn+1 )

(mod p)

(4)
F. Encryption

=0

for 2 [0; ; t 1℄.
The right-hand side in this equation can be precomputed by Pn+1 prior to starting the admission
process.
If verification fails, Pn+1 must trace the faulty
share(s) via the traceability procedure. This involves verifying the validity of each partial share
xi (idn+1 ) = f (idn+1 ; idi ) as follows:

g xi (idn+1 ) =

tY1 tY1
=0

(W )(idn+1 ) (idi )

We use the hashed ElGamal encryption scheme
(described in Section III-F) and refer to it as BiACEnc.
1) Encryption.: To encrypt a message m for Pi ,
the encrypter first obtains Pi ’s public key yi =
Qt 1
idi (mod p), picks a random r 2 Zq
=0 (W0 )
and finally computes 1 = g r (mod p) and 2 =
m  H (yi r ). It then sends ( 1 ; 2 ) to Pi .
2) Decryption.: Pi recovers m by computing 2 
H ( x1 i ) from ciphertext ( 1 ; 2 ).
The security argument of this scheme is discussed
in the next Section.

(mod p)

=0

(5)
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D. BiAC Encryption

VII. S ECURITY A RGUMENTS

We show that BiAC-Enc is secure with respect to
the standard notion indistinguishability, as long as
the DL assumption holds. Indistinguishability [20] is
defined as the following game: the adversary, who is
given the public key, outputs two challenge messages.
Next, one of these messages is encrypted and given
back to the adversary. The adversary is said to win
the game if he can determine – with probability nonnegligibly over 0:5 – which of the two messages was
encrypted
The indistinguishability notion was originally
geared for a single node scenario, where multiple
messages are encrypted for that one node. To capture
the security of BiAC-Enc(where we have multiple
nodes and messages are encrypted using related keys)
we adopt the multi-node indistinguishability notion
of Baudron, et al. [2] and Bellare, et al. [4]. In this
notion, the game is as follows: first the adversary is
given n public keys (P K1 ;    ; P Kn ) of all nodes.
The adversary then outputs two vectors of n messages
M0 = fm01 ;    ; m0n g and M1 = fm11 ;    ; m1n g,
which might be related or same, as challenges. One
of the vectors Mb (b is 0 or 1) is then encrypted
with n public keys (the order of the encryption is
preserved, i.e., mbi is encrypted with P Ki ). The adversary wins the game if it succeeds – with probability
non-negligibly over 0:5 – determine which message
was encrypted. It has been shown in [4], [2] that
an encryption scheme secure in the sense of singlenode indistinguishability is also secure in the sense
of multi-node indistinguishability.

We now discuss security arguments for BiAC node
admission and pairwise key establishment.

A. BiAC Node Admission
As shown in Section VI-C, BiAC satisfies both
“correctness” and “robustness” properties. Security of
BiAC protocol is based on the DL assumption, as long
as the adversary can not corrupt more than (t 1)
(< n=2) nodes. We briefly sketch out this argument.
Basically, as in the well-known Feldman’s VSS [16],
we use simulated adversarial view to show that an
adversary, who corrupts at most (t 1) nodes, learns
nothing (other than the witness g x (mod p)) about the
secret x, during the initialization and admission procedures of the scheme. This is achieved by generating
a simulator which, on input g x (mod p), produces
public information and private information to the
adversary which is statistically indistinguishable from
the one produced in the actual execution of these
procedures.

B. BiAC Pairwise Key Establishment
Unlike pairwise key establishment in UniAC (for
which security is based on the CDH assumption), security of BiAC pairwise key establishment described
in Section VI-D is unconditional, i.e., not based on
any complexity assumption. Detailed security arguments for this claim can be found in [7].

Theorem 2 (Security of BiAC-Enc): Under the
CDH assumption in ROM, as long as the adversary
corrupts no more than t
1 nodes, BiAC-Enc is
secure in terms of multi-node indistinguishability.
The proof of this theorem can be found in Appendix II.

C. BiAC Signing
We argue that BiAC-Sig remains secure against the
standard notion of existential forgery under chosen
message attack (CMA) [21] in ROM [3] as long as the
DL assumption holds. Note that BiAC-Sig is different
from regular signatures in the sense that: (1) nodes
generate signatures with related (and not completely
independent) secret keys, and (2) the adversary knows
at most t 1 of these secret keys.

VIII. C OMPARISON WITH ID- BASED
C RYPTOGRAPHY
One interesting side-effect of the discussion in
Sections VII-C and VII-D is that BiAC-Sig and BiACEnc can be viewed as identity-based signature and
encryption schemes, respectively. Basically, a trusted
center provides each node with a secret value (VSS
share, in our case) derived from that node’s unique
identifier, and publishes the VSS information as its
public key. Knowing the identifier of a particular node
and the public key of the trusted center, one can
send encrypted messages and verify signatures. This

Theorem 1 (Security of BiAC-Sig): Under the
DL assumption in ROM, as long as the adversary
corrupts no more than t
1 nodes, BiAC-Sig is
secure against the chosen-message attack for every
remaining uncorrupted node
The proof of the above theorem can be found in
Appendix I.
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is equivalent to IBE [9], and ID-based signatures [12],
apart from the fact that our scheme becomes insecure
if there are more than t 1 collusions or corruptions.
However, unlike other ID-based schemes, our proposal is based on standard cryptographic assumptions.
Moreover, for reasonable group sizes and threshold
values, BiAC-Enc is much more efficient than other
ID-based encryption schemes which require costly
operations (e.g., scalar point multiplications, map-topoint operations and bilinear mappings [9]) on elliptic
curves5 .

cost is measured in the number of modular exponentiations – the most computationally intensive operation.
Communication complexity reflects the costs of the
admission protocol.
TABLE III
C OMPLEXITY C OMPARISON

A DMIT
Comp.

TABLE II
F EATURE C OMPARISON

(# Exp)

Key Features

UniAC

BiAC

Approach
Security Assumption (A DMIT)
Security Assumption (K EY E ST)
Security Assumption (SIGN)
Security Assumption (E NCRYPT)
Minimum Network Size
Decentralized Admission
DoS Resistance (T RACE)
Interaction among Sponsors
Random Shuffling Required
Reliable Broadcast Required

ID-based
DL
CDH
DL
CDH

ID-based
DL
Unconditional
DL
CDH

2

t

1

2

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

t

(A DMIT)

B/W

JOIN RLY
SHAR REQ
SHAR RLY

Yes
Yes
No
No
No

BiAC

t

1

t

2

t

t

+3

t+1
1

t

2

0
+

0

t

1

t+2
t+2

t+2
t+2

1

1

1

t +2
t log q+
t log p
t log q+
t log p
t2 log q
t2 log q
2

1

t
t log q+
t log p
2t log q +
t log p
N/A
N/A

A DMIT: node admission, T RACE: traceability, K EY E ST: pairwise key establishment

BiAC requires each sponsor Pi to perform O(t)
modular multiplications and Pn+1 – O(t3 ) modular
multiplications for Gaussian elimination and O(t)
exponentiations for verifiability. Whereas, UniAC entails each Pi performing O(t) multiplications, and
Pn+1 – O(t) multiplications plus one exponentiation
for verifiability. For traceability, both the schemes
require O(t2 ) multiplications and O(t2 ) exponentiations, with pre-computation. BiAC is significantly
more efficient than UniAC for computing pairwise
keys, since the former requires only O(t) multiplications, while the latter needs O(t) exponentiations as
well as O(t) multiplications. We note that pairwise
key establishment is a very frequent operation in a
MANET; thus, its efficiency is extremely important.
For singing, both UniAC and BiAC require one exponentiation for signature generation and O(t) – for
signature verification. The encryption cost for both
schemes follows same pattern; O(t) exponentiations
for encryption and one exponentiation for decryption.
As far as overall communication costs7 , BiAC
consumes O(t log q ) and O(t log p) bits, while UniAC
– O(t2 log q ) plus O(t log p) bits, due to the interactive
random shuffling procedure.

IX. P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS
We now discuss the implementations of UniAC
and BiAC for temporary MANETs and compare them
in terms of node admission, traceability, pair-wise
key establishment, signing and encryption costs. We
also summarize and compare some salient features in
Table II. As expected, BiAC significantly outperforms
UniAC overall.
A. Complexity Analysis and Comparison
We summarize computation and communication
complexities6 in Table III. Note that computational

t

JOIN REQ

1

K EY E ST: pairwise key establishment, E NCRYPT: encryption

5 For example, for
= 100 and
= 10 (10% of group
size), BiAC-Enc would require
70 squarings,
70 modular multiplications and only 2 modular exponentiations. The
decryption would require only 1 exponentiation. In contrast,
IBE encryption requires 1 map-to-point operation, 2 scalar
point multiplications and 1 bilinear mapping. IBE decryption
costs 1 bilinear mapping. It is well-known that for appropriate
security parameters, IBE computations are extremely costly
(e.g., a single bilinear mapping takes around 80ms, scalar point
multiplication – around 30ms, while a modular exponentiation
takes only a few milliseconds. Refer to, e.g., [45] for details
regarding these cost comparisons.
6 Costs related to the signature scheme required for protecting
each protocol message are not taken account, since these vary
with the specific signature scheme.

<

Pn+1
Pi

T RACE
K EY E ST
SIG
SIGN
V ER
E NC
E NCRYPT
D EC
broadcast
Rounds
unicast

Comm.

A DMIT: node admission, T RACE: traceability, S IGN: signing

n

UniAC

Category

<

B. Experimental Setup
UniAC and BiAC protocols have been implemented
using the popular OpenSSL library [38]. Our imple7 We assume that the identity and the public key are log
bits long and log bits long, respectively.
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Fig. 5. Experiment Results. BiAC performs much better than UniAC in node admission, pairwise key establishment, and energy
consumption experiments and shows similar performance in the other experiments.

mentation consists of approximately 20; 000 lines of
C code running on Linux 2.4. The source is publicly
available at [39]. We now describe the experimental
setup used for performance measurements. Our experiments were conducted in a real wireless MANET
environment and included measuring energy costs for
each scheme with power measuring system described
below.
1) Wireless Mobile Ad Hoc Networks: We use five
laptop computers for our wireless experimental setup: four with Pentium-3 800 MHz CPU and 256 MB
RAM and one with Mobile Pentium 1.8 GHz CPU
and 512 MB RAM. Each laptop is configured with
802:11b in ad-hoc mode and runs the Optimized Link
State Routing Protocol (OLSR) [37]. Each machine
runs Linux version 2.4
2) Power Measurement Systems: To measure battery power consumption, we configured the following
equipment. The test machine was an iPAQ (model
H5555) running Linux (Familiar-0.7.2). The CPU on
the iPAQ is a 400 MHz Intel XScale with 48MB
of flash memory and 128MB of SDRAM. To obtain
accurate power measurements we removed the battery
from the iPAQ during the experiment and placed a
resistor in series with a power supply. We used a
National Instruments PCI DAQ (Data AcQuisition)
board to sample the voltage drops across the resistor

to calculate the current at

1; 000 samples per second.

C. Test Methodology
1) Parameter Selection: To perform fair comparisons, we consider the following parameters. The bitsizes of q and p were set to 160 and 1024, respectively.
Measurements were performed with different threshold values t, ranging between 1 to 9. We used 1024bit RSA signature algorithm with the fixed public
exponent 65; 537 (= 216 + 1) for protocol message
authentication. All experiments were repeated 1; 000
times for each measurement in order to get accurate
average results.
2) Test Cases: We measured separately the costs
of admission, traceability, pairwise key establishment,
signing, encryption, and energy consumption.
 Admission: four laptops with the same computing power were used as current member nodes
and the higher-end laptop was used as the joining
node. In this experiment, each node (except the
joining node) was emulated by a daemon and
each machine was running up to three daemons.
We then measured total processing time between
sending of JOIN REQ by the prospective node
and receiving (plus verification) of acquired secret shares. The measurement thus include the
11







average computation time of the basic operations
(e.g., modular multiplications and exponentiations) as well as communication costs, such as
packet en/decoding time and network delay.
Traceability: we measured the computation time
for tracing partial shares received during the
admission protocol. We measured this cost using
pre-computed values, to the extent possible.
Pairwise Key Establishment: we measured the
time to compute a pairwise key on the higher-end
laptop. Note that no communication is involved
in this measurement.
Signature Verification: we measured the time for
verifying a signature only, since the same method
for signature generation has been applied to both
UniAC and BiAC.
Encryption: we measured the time to encrypt
sample data. Decryption costs were not compared as they are the same for UniACand BiAC.
Energy Consumption:we measured power consumption in terms of communication bandwidth
in each admission protocol: we transmitted bulk
data (e.g., 100 MB) from a single iPAQ PDA,
measured power consumed for transmission, and
then computed the average power consumption
per bit. After that, we calculated power consumption of each admission protocol by multiplying this measurement result by the bit length
of the transmitted data.






a modulus size of 1024 as well as O(t) multiplications with a 160-bit modulus.
Signature Verification: Figure 5(d) shows that
BiAC is as complicated as UniAC in verifying
a signature and the cost is proportional to a
threshold due to special construction of public
key using the witnesses.
Encryption: Figure 5(e) shows that BiAC and
UniAC exhibit the same encryption costs.
Energy Consumption: Figure 5(f) clearly illustrates that BiAC is much more energy-efficient
than UniAC.
X. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK

This paper considered node admission in temporary
MANETs and presented BiAC – an efficient and
fully non-interactive admission techniques based on
bi-variate polynomial secret sharing. We also showed
how to obtain efficient public key encryption and
signatures as well as establish shared secret keys
by treating nodes’ secret shares as private keys. We
demonstrated – via analytical and experimental evaluation – that our technique compares very favorably
to prior results. As part of future work, we plan to
explore techniques for improving decentralized group
initialization. The currently used JSS protocol [19] is
inefficient in terms of communication and requires a
reliable broadcast channel. We also intend to address
the problem of distributed membership revocation,
e.g., to expel malicious nodes from the group.

D. Experimental Results







A PPENDIX I
P ROOF OF T HEOREM 1

Admission: as shown in Figure 5(a), the admission cost in BiAC is much lower than that
in UniAC. The difference is even higher for
higher threshold values, since BiAC is not only
computationally cheaper, but it also requires less
communication.
Traceability: Figure 5(b) shows the traceability
costs for the two approaches. Even in the worst
case, BiAC is as good as UniAC for performing
the (very infrequent) operation of tracing malicious nodes.
Pairwise Key Establishment: Figure 5(c) shows
that BiAC is much more efficient than UniAC.
The differences range from 115 (t = 1) to 412
(t = 9). In other words, BiAC is 115 412
times faster than UniAC for establishing a shared
secret. This result was expected since pairwise
key establishment in BiAC requires only O(t)
multiplications for a 160-bit modulus. In contrast, UniAC requires O(t) exponentiations with

Proof: We prove the following claim: if there
exists a polynomial time algorithm A, which on inputs
the secret keys of t 1 corrupted users, is able to
create an existential forgery in CMA model corresponding to an uncorrupted user, then there exists a
polynomial time algorithm B, which can break the
DL assumption in ROM.
We construct an algorithm B, which runs on input
of a DL instance y = g x (mod p), and would translate the adversarial algorithm A into outputting x. We
first assume that the adversary A corrupts t 1 nodes
denoted by P1 ; P2 ;    ; Pt 1 , w.l.o.g.
Note that in our multiple user scenario, the adversary A can request the signature oracle to sign chosen
messages corresponding to any honest node. In other
words, when A sends (m; idi ) to the signature oracle,
the oracle responds with a signature on message m
signed with xi .
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B picks x1 ; x2 ;    ; xt 1 values corresponding
to the secret keys of corrupted users, uniformly
at random from Zq. It then sets xi = F (idi ),
and employs appropriate Lagrange interpolation coefficients in the exponent to compute the public
witnesses g A1 ;    ; g At 1 (mod p), where F (z ) =

keys of corrupted users, uniformly at random from

Zq. It then sets xi = F (idi ), and employs appropri-

ate Lagrange interpolation coefficients in the exponent to compute the public witnesses g A1 ;    ; g At 1
(mod p), where F (z ) = uP+ A1 z +    + At 1 z t 1
t 1 x  (0) + x  (0)
(mod q ). Since, u =
i i
k=1 k k
(mod q ), B can compute the public key yi , corresponding to an honest node Pi (i  t) using Equation
(6).
To help the reader understand the construction of
our translator algorithm B, we first recall the how the
translator works in the security proof (under CDH and
ROM) of single-user hashed ElGamal. The translator
works as follows: on input of a CDH instance (U =
g u ; V = g v ), it first runs the adversary on input
g u . The adversary outputs two messages m0 ; m1 .
The translator picks one message mb (b = 0 or 1)
at random, and sends the encryption ( 1 ; 2 ) to the
adversary, where 1 = V g r (mod p) and 2 = R (r
is a random value in Zq and R is a random pad of
same length as the message). In the random oracle
model, the only way the adversary can distinguish
this encryption is by querying the random oracle on
value O = u1 = U r+v , which will be recorded by
the translator, and used to compute g uv = OU r . If
there are a total of q queries being made to the oracle,
this means that the probability of success of translator
would be 1=q times the probability of success of the
adversary.
Now, we are ready to describe the translation
based on our multi-user setting: B runs A on inputs
the secret keys x1 ;    ; xt 1 corresponding to the
corrupted users, and the public keys yt ;    ; yn of all
honest ones. A outputs two vectors of (n t + 1)
messages M0 = fm0i g and M1 = fm1i g, where
i = t;    ; n, to be challenged upon. B then picks Mb
(b is 0 or 1) and sends to A the vector f(V g ri ; Ri )g,
where ri is a random value in Zq, and Ri is a
random pad equally long as the message mbi , for
i = t;    ; n. The only possibility for A to win
this game, is by querying the random oracle on at
least one of the value O = (V g rj )xj , for some
j 2 ft;    ; ng. B records this value, and assuming
that it corresponds to Pj , it computes g uv as follows:
P
0
0
u = tk=11 xk k (0)+ xj j (0) (mod q ): This implies
0
0
t
1
that g uv = g v k=1 xk k (0) g vxj j (0) (mod q ) and
0
0
t 1
g uv = V k=1 xk k (0) V xj j (0) (mod p): Since O =
r
(V g rj )xj , this means
V xj = Oy
j j , and therefore,
0 (0)
t 1 xk 0 (0)
r

uv
j
j
g = V k=1 k Oyj
(mod p):

xP+ A1 z +    + At 1 z t 1 (mod q ). Since, x =
t 1 x  (0) + x  (0) (mod q ), B can compute
i i
k=1 k k
the public key yi , corresponding to an honest node
Pi (i  t) as
n
o1=i (0)
yi = Pt 1 yx  (0)
(mod p) (6)
g k=1 k k
B now runs A on inputs x1 ; x2 ;    ; xt 1 and
simulates the signature oracle on A’s query (m; idi ),
by picking s and
at random in Zq, computing
r = g s yi (mod p) and setting H (m; r) = . A then
outputs a forgery (C; S ) on some message M corresponding to user Pi . Note that because H is a random

function, except for negligible probability, A must
have asked to H a query (M; R) where R = g S yi C
(mod p), because otherwise it could not have guessed
the value of C = H (M; R). B then reruns A by giving
the same answers to queries to H until the query
(M; R), which it now answers with new randomness
C 0 . If A outputs the forgery on the same message
M , but this time for a different user Pj (i 6= j ) then,
except for negligible probability, it produces S 0 s.t.
0
0
R = g S yj C (mod p). B can nowP(using Equation
1
(6)) compute x = fS S 0 + iC(0) tk=1
xk k (0)

0
C 0 Pt 1
C
0j (0) k=1 xk k (0)g = f i (0)

C0
0j (0) g (mod q ):

As in the security proof of Schnorr’s Signatures
[40], the probability of success of B would be 2 =4q ,
where  represents the success probability of A and
q is the total number of queries to H ().
A PPENDIX II
P ROOF OF T HEOREM 2
Proof: As usual, the proof goes by contradiction,
i.e., we proof that if there exists a polynomial time
algorithm A, which on inputs the secret keys of
t 1 corrupted users, is able to break the multiuser indistinguishability notion, then there exists a
polynomial time algorithm B, which can break the
CDH assumption in ROM.
We construct an algorithm B, which running on
input of a CDH instance U = g u ; V = g v , translates
the algorithm A into outputting g uv . As usual, we
first assume that the adversary A corrupts t 1 nodes
denoted by P1 ; P2 ;    ; Pt 1 , w.l.o.g.
As in the security proof of BiAC-Sig, B picks
x1 ; x2 ;    ; xt 1 values corresponding to the secret

P

P

P

Given that there are a total of q queries to the
random oracle, the probability of success of B would
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be probability of success of A times 1=q (n t +1), as
only one query will yield correct g uv value and each
query might correspond to one j value in ft; ng.
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Remark: Extension to Chosen Ciphertext Security.
The hybrid encryption techniques for extending standard hashed ElGamal to chosen ciphertext security
(refer to [5], [17]) can be used to achieve chosen
ciphertext security for the BiAC-Enc scheme.
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